This work presents recent advances in visualizing multi-physics, fluidstructure interaction (FSI) phenomena in cerebral aneuryms. Realistic FSI simulations produce very large and complex data sets, yielding the need for parallel data processing and visualization. Here we present our efforts to develop an interactive visualization tool which enables the visualization of such FSI simulation data. Specifically, we present a ParaView-NekTar interface that couples the ParaView visualization engine with NekTar's parallel libraries, which are employed for the calculation of derived fields in both the fluid and solid domains with spectral accuracy. This interface allows the flexibility of independently choosing the resolution for visualizing both the volume data and the surface data from each of the solid and fluid domains, which significantly facilitates the visualization of complex structures under large deformations. The animation of the fluid and structure data is synchronized in time, while the ParaView-NekTar interface enables the visualization of different fields to be superimposed, e.g. fluid jet and structural stress, to better understand the interactions in this multi-physics environment. Such visualizations are key towards elucidating important biophysical interactions in health and disease, as well as disseminating the insight gained from our simulations and further engaging the medical community in this effort of bringing computational science to the bedside.
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Introduction 1
The cardiovascular system of the human body is the envy of every engi-2 neer. In just one minute the average heart beats about 70 times, pumping 
16
Cerebral aneurysms (CAs) [1] 
82
The main challenge here is to tackle cases where the fluid and structure are added. These will be specific interfaces for solid and fluid domains.
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In the second step each process reads and stores the solution correspond- 
Processing high-order spectral element data from NekTar

147
In computing derived quantities it is important to take into account that 148 high spatial resolution achieved by P-refinement (i.e. using higher polynomial 149 order) allows for the use of relatively large elements, thus using high-order 150 operators for computing derived quantities is more appropriate.
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The data computed by NekTar are processed with high-order spectral ac- contain the solid mesh displacement, the stress tensor can also be calculated.
166
Scaling performance of this stress tensor calculation can be seen in Figure   167 4. This quantity is computed at the element resolution of the stored data, they don't need to be reread from disk each time they are to be displayed. 
